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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-53951 
'h 
ER II NG: A COMPUTER PROGRAM AND AN ATLAS 
SUMMARY 
A computer program for calculating the Mie Scattering parameters is 
presented with applications in distributions of particle size and effects of 
different lens apertures of a detector. The computer program, ':E MIESCA, 
calculates the amplitude functions, efficiency factors, intensities, and polari- 
zations. The program was adapted for magnetic tape filing in the Univac 1108 
and for  plotting intensities and polarization versus scattering angle on the 
SC 4020 plotter. An Appendix and an Atlas of scattering intensity graphs are 
included. This report provides a basis for a program to evaluate character- 
istics of the radiation scattered by a dilute cloud of particles. 
INTRODUCTION 
Electromagnetic radiation passing through a dilute cloud of particles is 
scattered and absorbed by the particles in the cloud. The characteristics of 
the scattered radiation a r e  determined by the wavelength, A, of the incident 
radiation, the complex refractive index, my of the medium, and the size and 
shape of the discrete particles in the medium. Therefore, information about 
the state of the medium can be provided by the measurement and proper 
interpretation of the characteristics of the scattered radiation. 
determination of the characteristics of the scattered radiation for given particle 
models is of prime importance. This report provides the first step in  a 
program for the evaluation of characteristics of the radiation scattered by a 
dilute cloud of particles. Programs for scattering by a single spherical 
particle (Mie Scattering) a re  presented. 
The numerical 
T-027 (ATM Contamination Measurement) and S-073 (Gegenshein/ 
Zodiacal Light) are two photometric experiments assigned to the first AAP 
flights. The T-027 objective is to study the spacecraft contaminant cloud by 
observing the scattered light of the particles. The S-073 objective is to study 
the interplanetary dust by scattered light. The scattering programs presented 
and to be developed will  be available for use in data analysis for the T-027 and 
S-073 flight experiments. 
' T h e  basic program w a s  developed by Brown Engineering Company under .?. 
NASA Contract NAS8-20166. 
MlE SCATTERING 
Theory 
In the T-027 and S-073 AAP experiments, light scattering by particles 
wi l l  prove to be important in data analysis. Therefore, this initial report 
provides an Atlas of Mie Scattering diagrams for different particle sizes to 
aid in the identification of possible contamination for T-027 and in synthesizing 
a zodiacal light model for S-073. Light scattering by spheres of arbitrary size 
and refractive index a r e  described by Mie Scattering. The angular distribution 
of intensity of scattered radiation w a s  obtained by Mie, and independently by 
others , who successfully applied Maxwell’s equations with the appropriate 
boundary conditions. The basic expressions for the radiation scattered by a 
sphere of radius a, and of a material with a complex refractive index m, 
a re  [I]: 
+ Bn 
where P (x) is a Legendre polynomial of order n,  and x = -cos ( e ) .  A 
and B a r e  amplitude functions (linear combinations of Ricatti-Bessel, 
Ricatti-Hankel functions and their derivatives, with arguments a = (2na)/h 
and m a ) .  
that they a r e  the intensities of the two incoherent plane-polarized components 
of light scattered by a single particle (Fig. I ) .  When this particle is illuminated 
by randomly polarized light of unit intensity, then (A2 ii) / ( 8r2) and (A2 i2) / ( 8n2) 
a re  the radiant intensities of the scattered components with electric vectors 
perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the plane of observation. The 
differential scattering cross  section per particle is 
n n 
n 
The physical significance of ii and i,, the intensity functions, is 
2 
Figure I. Physical representation of the intensities. 
Q 
scattering cross section to the geometric cross section of the particles. 
(The scattered wave intensity is obtained by integration of the radial component 
of the Poynting vector of the scattered wave over the surface of a sphere 
surrounding the particle. ) The angular distribution function, f (0) , the 
fraction of scattered radiation directed into a solid angle in the direction of 0 ,  
is defined as 
is the scattering coefficient or  efficiency, defined by the ratio of the sca 
i + i  
2 T c u  Qsca 
f ( 0 )  = 
Substituting the expression for f (e)  into the expression for the differential 
scattering cross section yields: 
Q f ( 0 )  * do A2cY ( e , A )  = - - dQ 47r sca 
3 
The Computer Program 
The form of the general formulas is not amenable to computer computa- 
tion, so numerical methods must be employed [I]. The most fundamental 
factors in the Mie solution a r e  the amplitude functions, which can be calculated 
by t h s  following formulas: 
where 
is a Ricatti-Bessel function, of order n, and 
is a Ricatti-Hankel function, of order n. 6 n 
Also, 
2 n a  
h 
a = -  and P = ma! = a (m';'-ik) , 
where the basic parameters ,are defined: 
a = radius of a spherical particle 
h = wavelength of incident radiation 
m = complex refractive index 
real par t  of m m" = 
4 
k = imaginary part of m (extinction coefficient of the particle 
material) 
From the amplitude functions, the efficiency factors for total extinction, 
scattering and absorption a re  computed: 
CO 
2 n 
= 7 Im C n ( n +  i)  (-1) ( A ~  - B ~ )  
n= 1 Qext 
- 
'abs - Qext -'sea 
The computer input is composed of the scattering angle, the refractive 
index of the medium, and a .  The program computes and prints out the 
efficiency factors, both intensities i, and i,, their sum, and the polarization. 
(The polarization is defined as: i, - i2/i1 + i,. ) An example of the computer 
output is given in Table 1, for which a = ALT = 5.0,  8 = XTHl = 0 degree 
(5 degrees) 180 degrees, and m" = EM = 1 .33 .  An SC 4020 plot for these 
values is also included in the Atlas. Appendix A gives the details for the 
graphical display using the Univac 1108 - SC 4020 plotter which w a s  used to 
produce the Atlas (Appendix C)  . Appendix A gives the 1108 user information 
concerning the Mie computer programs. 
APPLl CATIONS 
Dilute clouds of particles a re  normally polydispersed and a re  observed 
through finite apertures; therefore, integrations over 8 and a a r e  necessary 
for data analysis. 
distribution and finite angular apertures. 











The zodiacal cloud is composed of many different sizes of particles, 
whose distribution is generally assumed to be of an exponential form: 
where a and a a r e  as previously defined, and p is dependent on a 
a 
butions, such as aerosol distributions, will  be considered for T-027. 
min ' 
and some "breakpoint" a between them [2] .  Other types of distri- B m a '  
The first  distribution examined was  the exponentially decreasing 
function e-a. The choice of e-a is convenient because, 
s e-CY da = I 
0 
So, the percentage of each size particle in the distribution can be found easily 
on the basis of i ts  fractional part of the whole. 
When calculating an intensity for particles with a size distribution, the 
different intensities for each a must be weighted according to the distribution. 
For a particular 0 ,  
Then, this must be normalized to give 
a max 
-a s e d a = i  
a min c 
8 
By Gauss-Legendre Quadrature, this can be numerically integrated in a 
Fortran program. (See Appendix B. ) An example for m = I. 3 - 0. O i ,  
(Y = 0.1  and a = 10.0 is in Table 2. 
min max 
Apertures 
The angular aperture of the objective lens of a photometric system 
distorts the observed scattering distribution. This effect is being studied in 
connection with the T-027 data analysis. It is impossible to record the intensity 
at a single 8 ,  just as i t  is impossible to measure the integral o r  "area" under 
a point. An integral must be taken over some interval. The interval in this 
study is the lens aperture. The intensity is calculated over the whole aperture 
and the "integrated" intensity distribution is determined. Effects of changing 
the angular aperture of the flux collecting device must be studied to insure 
correct interpretation of measured scattering distributions . Widening the 
lens aperture smoothes the intensity distributions and reduces the number of 
maxima. 
The flux, C P ,  is the integral of the intensity over the solid angle. 
Gucker and Tuma [31 have developed a method of modifying the flux equation, 
for  computation, where 7 = angle of observation, w is the angle of aperture, 
and 8 is the scattering angle (Fig. 2 ) .  After normalizing (by dividing 
2 
through by (-$) ) , the flux equation becomes: 
9 
TABLE 2. NORMALIZED DISTRIBUTION FOR m = I. 3 - 0. Oi 
i !!E- T k 
10 
where 
cos 0 - cos 7 cosy 
, R2 s inq  s iny  ky j k , j )  sin y k, j 
b 
j=i 
A k ( 7 J Y 4  =- cos-' 4w 
nb 
and 
The angular apertures are divided into n strips, which are ,  in turn, 
subdivided into b substrips. Table 3 was  produced from the computer 
program using an aperture of 2w = 6 degrees, an observation angle q ,  
n = 5, b = 4, and with the Mie program (a  = 10.0, m = i. 33). Figure 3 
shows implicitly the aperture smoothing effect for these values (cf. Atlas 
for a = i o ) .  
More applications €or the Mie program will be developed in the future. 
These will include a further analysis of the smoothing effects of both the 
polydispersions and the aperture. Other computer programs to be developed 
will be concerned with 
I. Zodiacal models developed in full  
2. Contaminant cloud models developed in detail to predict distributions 
and intensities 
3 e Problems associated with nonspherical particles. 
APERTURE 
Figure 2. Lens aperture. 
TABLE 3, EFFECT OF APERTURE WITH CHANGING 
ANGLE OF OBSERVATION 
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Figure 3. Intensity comparison of a 6-degree aperture with 
that of a 0-degree aperture. 
13 
APPENDIX A 
MIE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
File Tape on Univac 1108 
A more efficient use of computer time has been realized by filing large 
subroutines on tape for use in the Univac 1108 computer. Then, the calling 
program ( e .  g. , an integration), can have a minimum execution time with no 
computer printout. The resultant control cards which are used for filing the 
Mie program on magnetic tape are given in Program List 1 where MIESCA 
is the Run Identification, MIE is the filed subroutine, A!UETAP is the name of 
the newly formed tape, 000000 is the identification (ID) number, and 5 is the 
maximum number of minutes of computer time. 
14 
PROGRAM LIST I. FILE SUBROUTINE MIE ON MIETAP 
aRUNrA H I E S C A I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N A O I N E B I N ~ ~ ~ ~  5 
OA7G.T M I E T A P s T v 1 2 0 7 4  
a w G s U  PLEASE PUT YRTTE R I N G  I N  TAPE 37074 
a F O R v I S  H I E  
SllBROUTINE H I E  ( X T H l r  E M e A L T v X I l  v X I 2 v X 1 2  *POLAR 
DIMENSION EM f 2  ) v RET t 2) r X  J N B t  2) v X  JNBP (2 ) v  AUS3 (2 1 v RBSB (2 1. RBSBPt 2) 
1 rRHNK( 2 )  rRHNKP(2 )  r P 1  ( ? ) r P 7 ( 2  lrP3 (2) rXNUMA( 2) WXNUMB ( 2 )  r XDENA(2) r 
1 XDENR { 2) VAN ( 2) r B N  17 1 r XTHt 3 7 )  vPN( 177 1 v PNP( 37 1 r 51 NR (37) r S l N I (  37 1 r 
1 S2NRI17) r S 7 N I t  37) . S I R 1  37)vS?R( T 7 )  vS11137)rS2T( 37 ) v X X  (371 v 
lAAUK<(  3719 RAUX ( 3 7 )  
COMMON NsXNe ALPvUETo AUXL r A U X 2 r  AUX3vAUX9rAUXS (2 ) v  AUX6 (2). hUXv 
1AUXS r V X  
I= I 
ALP=ALT 
XTH( I ) = X T H I  
P I = 3 - l 4 l 5 9 7 7  
DEG=PI/18 l7-  
52 C A L L  Z X R I F H r  A L P e B E T e l )  
13 n = i  
X T H ( P ) = X T H ( I I * D E G  
56 S l R ( 1 9 = 0 1  
51  I (T) = O m  
SPR41I=O-  




I ?  X N S L O A T t N I  
C A L L  RE C J I X JNv X JNP r X J N  I e X J N  I Pr X JNB o X JNRP v AUS 1 v  AUS2 D AUS 3) 
AUXL =X J N  
AUXZ=XJNI 
A UX3 =A US 1 
AUX9=AUS7 
CALL 7EQUA I R U X S r X J N B l  
C A L L  7EQUA(AUX6vAUS3) 
RRS- A L  P * X J N  
RBSP=XJN*ALP*XJNP 
CALL  7HULT(BEToXJNBvRBSBJ 
C A L L  ZHULT [BET vXJNBPvP1) 
CALL  ZADD(XJNBvP1rRBSBP) 
RHNK ( 1 )=RRS 
RHNKP t 1 I =RBSP 
RHNK ( 2 )= C- 1 - ) **N*X J N  l* ALP 
RHNKP ( 2) =( -1 
C A = (  (XN+XN+l  - j * ( - l  ) * * N ) /  tXN*XN*XN) 
1 **N*X J N l  P*ALP+ ( - 1 )  + * N + X J N l  
CB=-CA 
C A L L  ZXR(RBSBPvRBSvP1r 11 
CALL  7XRIRRSBvRBSPvP2r  1) 
C A L L  ZMULTtEHeP2.P3) 
CALL  I S U R f P l  vP3eXNUHA) 
CALL 7 M U L T ( E U r P l v P 3 )  
CALL  7 S U R I  P 3  vP2v XNUHB) 
C A L L  ZHULT(RHNKeR6SBPrP lF  
C A L L  7HULT(RBSBvRHNKPrPZF 
CALL  7MULT(EHvPZrP31  
C A L L  ZSUR1P l  vP3vXDENA) 
CALL  7SURIP3vP2rXDENB)  
C A L L  ~ X I ( X N U H A V C A I P ~ ~ ~ ~  
C A L L  7 D I V t P l  rXDENAvAN) 
CALL ~ H U L T ( E H ~ P ~  * ~ 3 )  
15 
PROGRAM LIST I. (Continued) 
C A L L  ~XI(XNUMBVCBIPI 9'1 1 
C A L L  7 0 I V ( P I * X D E N B e B N )  
AEXN=CXN+( A N ( Z I - R N ( 2 )  1 
1 I CXN=XN* ( XN+1- 1 * ( -1 1 * +N 
A EX T =A E X T + AE X N 
ABSAN=i?MOD(AN) 
ABSRN=ZMOD t EN) 
CKN=(XN+XN*( XN+I.) * ( X N + l o )  1 /  (XN+XN+I 1 
ASCN=~KN~(ABSAN*ABSAN+ABSBN*ABS8N)  
IFt ARSAN-e0000001 3 21 121123 
I F  ( ARFRN-efTOOflOOl) 22 9 2 2 9  2 3  
I F  I XN-ALP) 73 1231 75 
ASCAT=ASCAT+ASCN 




VX=-COS(XTH( I l )  
I F ( N - l ) 4 1 1 4 1 r 4 2  
AUXZAAUX f I1 
P N ( I ) = X L N P  
PNP (11 =XLNPP 
AAUKSf I )  =PN( I1 
4 2  AUKS=AAUKS(I )  
4 1  C A L L  RECP(XLNPvXLNPPsAUS) 
AAUX (1 )=AUS 
S 1 N R ( I ) = A N I I I + P N P ( I ) + B N ( l ) ~ X X ~ I )  
S l N I  ( I ) = A N f 2 9 * P N P I I )  +EN( 2') * X X (  I) 
SZNR ( 1  I=RN (1  ?*PNP( I) +AN( 1 I * X X (  I 1  
S 7 N I ( S ~ = B N ( 2 ~ * P N P ( T ) + A N ~ 2 ) * % X ~ I )  
S l R ( I ) = S l R I I ) + S 1 N R ( I )  
S 1 I ( I 1  =SI I I1 1 +SI N I  (I 1 
S ? R ( I ) s Z ? R ( I ) + S 2 N R ( I )  
It?n 571 ( 1 1  5 7 1  (I B + S Z N I  f I 1 
I f l l  N=N+l  
60 TO 12 
X X ( I  )=XN+(XN+I  .)*PN( I ) - V X * P N P (  I1 
75 ASCAT=ASrAT*Z. / ( A L P * A L P )  
AEXT=AEXT*2. I (  ALP*ALP) 
A A BS=A E XT- AS C A T 
X I I = S I R ~ I ~ ~ S l R I T I + S I I ~ I ~ * S ~ I ~ I ~  
X I  2=S7R t I 1 +S 2R f T 1 +S2 I ( I ) *S 21 t I )
I1 6 POLAR= ( X I  I - X I 2  1 / ( X I I + X I 2  ) 





COMMON NIXN. ALPIRETI AUXl  IAUX?I ACIX'JIAUXPI AUX5 (2 11 A U X 6 f 2 l s  LUX* 
1 AIJKS r V X  
I F ( N - l b 1  VI e ?  
OFORWIS RECP 
1 PN=VX 
PNP= 1 - 
b u s = (  (2.*XN+I-  I *PN*VX-XN) / (XN+l .  ) 
GO TO 3 
2 PN=AIJX 
I F  ( A R t  ( VX-  I e 000000 )-0- 000001 12 1 I 21 922 
IF( AB< (VX+1-000000 )-0.000001)2 11 21 923 22 
? I  PNP=fXN*XN+XN)*PNI (VX+VX)  
GO TO 2 4  
23 PNP=(-XN*VX+PN+XN*AUKS)/( l  .-WX*VX) 
2Q AUS=( (2* *XN+I . I *VX*PN-YN*AUK~; ) / fXN+lo )  
16 
PROGRAM LIST I. (Continued) 
3 RETURN 
a F O R r I S  RECJ 
END 
SUB ROUTINE REC J t X J N  e X JNP r X  J N  f r X J N I  P r X J NB r X JN BP r AUS 1. AU 52 r A US 3 1 
D I f l E N S I O N  
l X J 2 B  ( 7 )  . P I  17 1 wP2(2  1 r R l ( 2  1.82 ( 7  t v  AUS3 ( 2  1 r S I N E  ( 7  1 COSB (2) 
COflHON NrXNe ALPoBET.AUX1 r A U X 2 r  AUX3rAUX4r AUXS ( 2 )  r AUX6 (2). AUXv 
1 AUKS r V X  
I F  t N-111 r l . 2  
X J I= X J O/  ALP- CO S ( ALP 1 / A  L P  
XJP!l=XJO/ALP-XJl 
%JM2=( - X J M I )  /ALP-X J O  
X J N B t Z )  wXJNBP(2) v X  J n B t  2) r X J l R ( 2 I  rBFT ( 2 ) r  
1 X J O = S I N f A L P ) / A L P  
XJN=X J 3 
XJN i = X  Jfl7 
X J2=?- *% J1 /ALP-% J O  
XJNP=( XJD-Za*X J2)/3. 
X J M 3 = I - 3 - )  +XJNZ/ALP-XJHI  
XJN 1P= ( ( -2 a 1 * X J M 3 + X  J M I  I / (-3.1 
C A L L  ZSC(BETrS INRvCOSBv1)  
CALL  ZDTV iS INBwBETvXJOB)  
CALL  7 0 T V (  X JOBrBET r Q 1 )  
CALL  Z S C ( R E T r S I N B e C O S B r 2 )  
CALL  7 0 I V l C O S B  r B E T  9021 
CALL Z S U R ( Q l v Q 7 r X J l B )  
CALL  7EQUA (XJNRv X J I R )  
C A L L  IXR(XJ IB .3 .  * P l *  I )  
CALL 7 O I V ( P I  r B E T r Q 1 )  
CALL Z S U B ( Q l r X J 0 B v X J Z B )  
CALL  ZSUB(XJOB.PfvP29 
CALL  ZXRtXJ2Bo2 .  * P l r l )  
CALL ZXR(P2.3. r X J N B P 9 2 1  
AUS1 =X J? 
AUS2-XJN7 
CALL  ZEQUA ( A U S 3 9 X J Z B I  
GO TO 3 
2 XJN=AIIX3 
X J N  l = A  U X 4 
AUS1=( 7. *XN+ I e 1 *AUX3/ALP-AUX 1 
XJNP=I  X N * b U X I - I X N + l )  * A U S l ) / (  2 - * X N + l . l  
AUSZ=AUXQ* (-2- * ( XN+1.) + l e  1 /ALP-AUXZ 
X J N l P Z  (-{ XN+ 1- )*AUS7+XN*AUX2 I /  (-2. * t X N + l - )  +I -1 
CALL ZEQUA(XJYBsAUX6) 
CALL  Z X R f A U X 6 r C . P l r l l  
CALL  Z O I V ( P 1  r B E T r Q 1 )  
CALL  7 S U R ( Q l r A U X S * A U S 3 )  
CALL  Z X R I  AUXSr XNwPlw 1) 
C A L L  7SUR(P I ’ .P2 rP l )  
C A L L  t X R  ( P I .  C r  X JNBPI 2) 
3 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE Z D I W ~ A ~ B I C )  
DIMENSION At21 t R ( 2 ) r C I Z )  r B S T A R ( 1 )  
CALL  7CONJ(BwBSTAR) 
CALL  7HULT(ArBSTARvC)  
C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ 1 I / ~ 7 H O O ~ B ~ * Z M O O ~ B ~ ~  
C ( Z I = C ( 2 ) / ( Z f l O O ( B ) * Z M O D ( B ) )  
RETURN 
C=t. *XN+ 1 
CALL  ZXRlAUS3rXN+I . *P2 .1 )  
a F O R e I S  Z D I V  
17 
PROGRAM LIST I. (Continued) 
END 
SUBROUTINE: ZSUB(Ar8.Cl  
D I f l E N F I O N  A ( 2 )  r B ( 2 1 9 C f  21 
C f  18 =A I 1  )-E( 1 1  
C t 2 )  = A  (2 1-8 ( 2 )  
RETURN 
END 
aFORwIS  ZADD 
SUBROUTINE ZADD( A r B r  C) 
DIMENSION A (2 )  r B f 2 )  *C [  2) 
C (  1 ) = A  ( 1  F+B1 I )  
RETURN 
END 
~ F O R I I S  ZHUL 
SUBROUTINF Z H U L T f A * B * C )  
D IMENSION A ( 2 )  v B f 7 l e C ( 2 )  
C f  1 )  = A t  1 ) *E(  1 )  - A t 2 1  + R (  21 
C ( 2 ) r A ( 1 ) * 8 ( 2 ) ~ A ( 2 i * B ~ l I  
RETURN 
€ND 
SUBROUTIWF ZCONJ(ArASTARI  
D I f l E N S I O N  1112) s A S T A R f 2 )  
&STAR? 1) =A I1 1 
B S T A R # Z ) = - A # t )  
RETURN 
€ND 
BFORPIS  ZflOn 
FUNCTION Zf lOD(A1 
D IMENSION A t 2 1  
ZMOOrSQRT(A( 1) + A (  1 ) + A (  21 *1(2)) 
RETURN 
END 
i i F O R 9 I S  RTHX 
SUBROUTINE RTHXVt RTHrA  1 
D I f l E N S I O N  R T H ( 2 )  * A t 2 1  
a F O R s I S  ZSUR 
ctz)=nt21+13it1 
aFOReIS ZCON 
A I i ) = R T H ( P 9 * C O S t R T H ( Z ~ )  




D IHENSION R ( 2 )  r C ( 2 )  
60 TO(lr2)rN 
C 21 =A (2 1 *R 
GO T O  3 
2 C f I ) = A I l I / R  
C f 2 1 =A f 2 1 /R 
3 RETURN 
BFORPIS  ZXR 
I C ( I 9 = A ( 1 ) + R  
END 
SUBROUTINE Z X I I A r X l r C * N l  
D IMENSION A ( 2 )  r C ( 3 )  
GO T O ( l r 7 ) * N  
I C l l ) = - A 1 3 ) + X I  
C f 2) =A (1 1 + X I  
GO TO 3 
aFORwIS  Z X I  
2 C(~)=A(Z)IXI 
18 
PROGRAM LIST I. ( Concluded) 
C t 2 1 =-A I 1) / X  1 
END 
SUBROUTINE ZSCfAvSINA*COSA+N)  
D IMENSION 
R T H 1 ? 1  I = $ -  
R T H I t ? ) = A I I )  
R T H Z t l ) = I .  
R T H 2 ( 7 ) = - A ( l l  
E P l = E I P  -A (2 19 
CALL R T H X Y ( R T H l r C 1 )  
CALL  RTHXY(RTHZwC2) 
C A L L  Z X R t C l r E R 1 . C l . l )  
CALL  ZXR(C7rERZ.CZ.l 1 
GO TO ( l v 2 1 9 N  
3 RETURN 
a F O R e I S  ZSC 
A t 2 1  r S I N A ( 7 )  v C O I A ( 7 )  r C X ( 2 )  r C 2 ( 2 )  v R T H I ( 2 )  r R T H 2 ( 2 )  
E R t r F X P f A t ? ) )  
I C A L L  I S U R ( C 1  .CZ.Cl) 
CALL  7 X I ? C I s 2 .  ~ S I N A I Z )  
GO TO 3 
7 C l L L  I A D D ( C 1  v C 2 r C l )  
3 RETURN 
CALL  ZXRIC l .2 -  v C O S A V Z )  
END 
SUBROUTINE ZEPUA(P.B) 
D IMENSION A f t )  r B ( 2 )  
A f 13 =6 t 1 1 




a H A P e I Z  A v R  
I N  H I E  
acopou? TPFS-~MIETAP. 
aREUINO M I E T A P -  
a E R 5  
a C O P I N  M I E T A P - r  TPFSer  
JREUTND H I E T A P -  
a F I N  
a F I N  
For  calling MIE out of the tape file [41, the following sequence is used, 
with tape label 32024, Run ID, and calling program DRYRUN. 
PROGRAM LIST 2. CALL U P  FILED WETAP IN DRYRUN 
@RUN, A DRYRUN, 000000, NAME 
@ASG, T MIETAP, T, 32024 
@COPIN MIETAP. , TPF$. 
@REWIND MIETAP 
@FOR, IS DRYRUN ... 
Main program ... 
19 
CALL MIE (XTHI, EM,ALT,XII,XI2,XI2, POLAR) 
e r .  






sc 4020 Plots 
The plots used in the Atlas were done by the SC 4020 plotter called up in 
the Univac 1108 MIESCA program. For  the example in the text with cr = 5.0, 
we used Program List 3 for  the main program. (Subroutines are the same as 
for Program List I. )
The dimension statements and the data statements supplying the abscissa 
and ordinate labels are labeled A. 
The first card needed for addressing the plotter is the CALL IDENT 
(CAMRAS) , labeled B. Depending on the number in parentheses, the output 
will  be on paper or  microfilm: 
CAh!lR,AS = 35 film 
CAMFtAS = 9 paper 
CAMRAS = I film and paper. 
The values for the ar ray  to be plotted are generated in the program. The 
CALL SMXYV (NIX, MY) is inserted (labeled E ) ,  where NIX, MY are fixed- 
point integers which designate whether the linear or nonlinear (logarithmic) 
mode is to be used. 
If [4] NIX # 0, MY f 0 
M X f O ,  M Y = o  
M X = O ,  MYfO 
N I X = O ,  MY=O 
log in X, log in Y 
log in X, linear in Y 
linear in X, log in Y 
linear in X, linear in Y . 
SMXYV must be called each time before there is a change of mode. Now, 
QUKLOG and QUIK3V can be labeled F. The general forms for  calling the 
subroutines are: 
CALL QUIK3V (L, ISYM, FLDX, FLDY, N P ,  X, Y) 
CALL QUIK3L(L,XLyXR,YB,YT,ISYM, FLDX, FLDY, NP,X,Y) 
CALL QUKLOG (L, XL, XR, YB, YT, ISYM, FLDX, FLDY, N?, X, Y) 
x 
20 
PROGRAM LIST 3. SC 4020 ADAPTATION OF MIESCA 
(MAIN PROGRAM ONLY) 
iJRUN9A M I E S C A ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O B G A R Y M I E S C A T ~ W ~  
a F O R v I S  G A R V G A  
C T H I S  PROGRAM COMPUTES THE M I €  SOLUTIONS FOR APBITRtlRY P H Y S I C A L  
C PARAMETERS. 
C 
C OESCRIPTION OF I N P U T  PARAMETERS - 
C N I  --- TOTAL NUWBFR OF SETS O F  I N P U T  PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
C EACH 5 F T  O F  I N P U T  PHYSICAL PBRAMFTFRS C O N f A I N S  - 
C ALP --- THF PARAWETER ALPHA 
C EM ---- THE COMPLEX REFRACTTVF I N O € X  
C EACH SET O F  I N P U T  PHYSICAL PARAMFTERS I S  FOLLOMFD RY A SET OF 
C OPTION CODFS - 
C NOPTP ---- ONE D I G I T  NUHBEQ INDXCATTNG HOW THE I N T F N S I T Y  
C FUNCTIONS ARE TO E €  COMPUTED 
C IL - THE I N T E H S I T Y  FUQCTIONS ARE COMPUTED FOR 
C SCATTERING ANGLES V6RYING FROM 0 TO 180 DEGREES 
C AT 5 DEGREE INTERVALS 
C 2 - THE I N T E N S I T Y  FUNCTIONS ARE COMPUTE0 FOR S P E C I F I E D  



























NOPT2 --- OME DIGIT 
FUNCTIONS 
I - Y € S  
7 - NO 
NOPT3 ---- ONE D I G I T  
FUNC? I O N S  
1 - YES 
7 - N O  
NOTE - WHEN RIOPT3=2v 
TO 1 IN T H I S  CASE 
NUMBER INOICATING WHETHER TnF: AMPLITUDE 
ARE TO BF PRINTED 
NUfl0ER TNOICATING WHETHER THE I N T E N S I T Y  
ARE TO BE COVPUTEO 
I T  OVERRID€? N O P T l e  N O P T l  MUST BE SET EQUAL 
WHEN NOPTI=?s AODITIOWAL PARAMFTERS MUST FOLLOW THE SAME SET' OF 
I N P U T  P H Y S I C A L  PARAMETERS - 
M --- NUMBER OF S P E C I F I E D  SCATTERING ANGLES 
NOTE - [bo MUST BE 5WALLER THAN 04 FQUAL TO 37 
XTH --- A VECTOR O F  LENGHTH p1 WITH X T H I I )  EQUAL TO THE I - T H  
SPt lCIFPEO SCATTERING BNGLE EXPRESSED T N  DEGREES 
D E 5 C R I P T I O N  O F  OUTPUT Q U A N T I T I E S  - 
ANeBN ---- THE COMPLFX AMPLITUDE FUNCTIONS 
XII9XI7 -- THE INTENSTTY FUNCTIONS 
AEXT ---- THE E F F I C I E N C Y  FACTOR FOR TOTAL EXTINCTTON 
ASCAT ---- THE E F F I C I E N C Y  FACTOR FOR SCATTERING 
AARS --- THE E F F I C I E N C Y  FACTOR FOR ABSORPTION 
POLAR --- DEGREE OF POLARIZATION 
ALL OIJTPU? Q U A N T I T I E S  ARE PRINTFD UNLESS THEY HAWE BEEN RULED OUT 
B Y  THE OPTION CODES 
C 
C REMARKS - 
C I N  ALL COflPUTATIOMS OF I N F I N P T F  SERIFSv,CONWERG€NCE I S  ASSUUED 
C TO HAWE REEN B\CHIFWED WHEN BOTH AMPLITUDE FUNCTIONS ARE SMALLER 
C THAN O R  EOUAL TO I o 0 E - 0 7 s  AND THE NUMBER O F  TERMS COMPUTED 
C 
c ExcEEnC; THE WALUE OF ALP. 
D IMENSION EWf29  P R E T ~  23 vXJNB( 2) rXJNRP (2 I *  AUS3 (2 i o R B S 0  ( 2 ) v R B S B P ( 2 )  
1 DRHNK t 7) rRHNKP(21  * P I  ( 2  9 u P 2 f 2  ) r P 3  (2 I .XNUMA( 2) rXNUMB ( 2 )  vXDFNA(2)  v 
1 XDENB l 2  3 e AN i( 2 1 9 BN ( 2 3 Q X TH (37) sP N (6y 9 PNP 
1 S t N R ~ o S t N I  (371oS lR .137  1 9  S2R(qSl I ( 37 9 o S 2 I t  37 ) e  X X  137) v 
lAAUKS(37)oAAUX (379 
lARRAY787 fV lD)  o B R R A V 2 ~ 2 0 0 0 ~ r C R R A Y ? ( 2 0 ~ 0 )  ~ D R R A Y 2 ( 7 0 f ? f l )  
A - T m R L N S  m X  (17) s AFDY ( 1 l i ) g R F D Y  (17)  r C F D Y ( I 2  )vDFDY ( 1 2 )  
Q 51 NR c37) 9 S1N I m. 
DIMENSION ARRAY1 ( Z O O 0 9  sBRRAY 1 f  2000 k sCRRAY 1 f7Wfl) wDRRAY I tZQDn1. 
21 
PROGRAM LIST 3. (Continued) 
D & T &  BFOX/72W THFTA DEGREFS 
O A T &  AFOY/??H100n T I R F S  I N T E N S I T Y  1 f * I AN0 1000 T IMES I N T E N S I T Y  
T b  R F D Y / 7 7 H i O O O  T I H E S  I N T E N S I T Y  1 ( ? AN0 1000 T IMES I N T E N S I T Y  
1 
lib*? 
1 7 t * )  
8 
DWTSI C F Q I f Y 7 W  PO00 T I R E S  ( I N T E N S I T Y  1 + I N T E N S I T Y  2 1 
D L T ~  ~ F O Y / ~ ? H  POLARIZATION 
CORHON NsXNo ALP9BETsAUXl  v A U X l r  AUX3rAUXqrAUXS ( 2  ) r A U X 6  (2). AUXI 
P & U D ( S @ V X  
CO!4)SDN V f Q ) e I S f O R E t 9 0 9  B 
A 
CALL I D E N Y f I B  
P FORNhLT(14)  
Y 
22 
PROGRAM LIST 3. (Continued) 
. 
23 
PROGRAM LIST 3. (Concluded) 
Inn 
101 





3180 C A L L  FNDJOB 
STOP 
24 
where L Fixed point integer which represents the number of graphs 
per frame (I ,  2, or  3 ) .  If L is negative, the frame will 
be advanced, the grid for the first graph plotted, scaled, 
labeled, and the X and Y points wil l  be plotted. If L is 
positive, the grid for the second or  third is plotted, 
scaled, and labeled, and the X and Y points a r e  plotted. 
If L is zero, the X and Y points are plotted using the 
previous grid. For example, suppose that the user wants 
three graphs on a frame. If two graphs are desired on 
the middle grid, then in four calls the L values, in order, 
would be -3, 3 ,  0, 3. 
XL, XR Floating point data values which represent the least and 
greatest X value respectively (for horizontal axis). 
YB, YT Floating point data values which represent the least and 
greatest Y value respectively (for vertical axis). 
ISYM Fixed point integer which contains the plotting symbol 
to be used. This may be a single Hollerith character o r  
an integer identifying the desired symbol. The Univac 
1108 and the SC-4020 do not have identical characters. 
FLDX, FLDY Fixed point integer arrays which contain Fieldata labels 
for the X and Y axes. FLDX and FLDY must each con- 
tain 12 words. The information to be centered must be 
left justified in the 72 character field. Remaining 
characters not used must be filled with blanks. 
N P  Fixed point integer which represents the number of points 
to be plotted. --- If N P  is negative, the plotted points will 
be connected by straight line segments. 
x, y Floating point one dimensional arrays which contain X- 
and Y-coordinates of data to be plotted. X contains 
X-coordinates. Y contains Y-coordinates. 
The very last call of SC 4020 routines must be the card CALL ENDJOB (G) , 
or  some of the last frame of the graphs might be lost, 
25 
The lines marked by an asterisk (*) are for the cards that can be 
altered to change the number of points plotted. For example, if the 5 in these 
cards (e, g, XTH(i) = FLOAT (1-1) 9~ 5* DEG) is replaced by a I (as it was in 
the Atlas fo r  CY = I O  - i O O ) ,  and M is changed to 181, then points will be 
plotted a t  I degree intervals of 8 instead of 5 degree intervals. It should be 
remembered that all the 37's in the first dimension statement (with an asterisk) 
should be changed to i8i 's .  The results of this program in printout for 




NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHODS USED 
Ga us  s- Lege dre Quadrature 
Gauss? formula for integration [ 51 is: 
I n __ 
f(x)dx = wif(xi) + R n  
-1 i= I 
R is a remainder term, negligible for the applications in this report. The 
x.Is are  the i zeros of Legendre polynomials, P (x), and the w.?s a re  the 
weighting functions determined by 
th n 
1 n 1 
2 w =  i (I -x i )  
and are listed in Table 4, for n = 16. 
TABLE 4. GAUSS-LEGENDRE WEIGHTS AND ABSCISSAS 


































































For an arbitrary interval (a, b) the general formula can be modified to give: 
n b - a  b J f(y)dy = 2. 2 wi f(Yi)  + R 
a i=l n 
9 
where, 
b - a  b +  a 
This integration procedure was  used in the aperture and distribution 
applications. 
Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature 
The Gauss-Laguerre equation for numerical integration is of the form 
00 n 
and is useful for integrations which do not have a finite upper limit. The 
equation is used in one distribution application with a semi-infinite interval 
and a distribution according to e-X. 
A table of w.'s and x.'s for n = 15 is presented in Table 5. 
1 1 
Trapezoidal Quadrature 
The trapezoidal quadrature method was used as a check because it is 
not as accurate as the two aforementioned methods. The extended trapezoidal 
rule (without the remainder) is 
28 
b 
[= + f ( a +  I) + ... + f ( b -  I) +- 2 f (x)dx = h a 
where (a, b) is the interval, f (x) is the function, and h is the increment 
of integration [ 51. 






















(- I) 3.42210177923 
(- I) I. 26425818106 
(- 2)4.02068649210 
(- 3) 8.56387780361 
(- 3) I. 21243614721 
(- 4) I. 11674392344 
(- 7)2.2263169O710 
(-11) 3.92189726704 
(- 6) 6.45992676202 
(- 9) 4.22743038498 
(-13) I. 45651526407 
(-16) 1.48302705111 





















MIE SCATTERING ATLAS 
The following graphs, produced by the SC 4020 plotter, give 
I. the scattering intensities (ii and i2) 
2. the total scattering intensity (ii + i2) 
3. the polarization, (ii - i2)/(ii + i 2 ) .  
For a! = 0.5, 0.9, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0, the , 
points are plotted for 5-degree intervals of the scattering angle. For Q! = 10.0, 
20.0, 30.0, 40.0, 50.0, 60.0, 70.0, 80.0, 90.0, and 100.0, the points are 
plotted for intervals of I degree. The refractive index is m = I. 33. 
A t  a = 0.5 the graphs have the form of Rayleigh Scattering. As 
a! increases, the symmetry becomes more and more distorted and the complex- 
ity of the scattering diagram for large spheres is seen. 
For the first set of graphs, a = 0.5, the meaning of each curve is 
explicitly indicated. For CY = 0.5 and 0.9 the ordinate for the intensities 
has been multiplied by I O 3 .  The points for the two components of the intensity 































































































































































































































































































.m ALPHA = 3.0  
-. 
-.e - - tf I I I 1  I I t : : ;  I t f l  f I f I I I f  I 1 I f !  I I I f  I t  








































































































































































































































































































































































































ALPHA = 10-0 
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ALPHA = 10.0 




































































ALPHA = 20.0 
1.0 
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ALPHA = 40.0 
0 
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S C A T T E R I W  ANGLE I N  DECREES 
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MAIIERIWC ANGLE 1N OESREEI 
ALPW = 80.0 
86 
ALPHA = 80.0 
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